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Key Points:9

• Bedform building is a time dependent process, especially important in combined10

wave current flows.11

• The sediment continuity equation or Exner equation can be used to estimate bed-12

form volume change.13

• Contribution of unique dataset of combined waves and current influence on bottom14

roughness.15
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Abstract16

Although combined wave-current flows in the nearshore coastal zone are common, there17

are few observations of bedform response and inherent geometric scaling in combined18

flows. Our effort presents observations of bedform dynamics that were strongly influ-19

enced by waves, currents, and combined wave-current flow at two sampling locations20

separated by 60 m in the cross shore. Observations were collected in 2014 at the Sand21

Engine mega-nourishment on the Delfland coast of The Netherlands. The bedforms had22

wavelengths ranging from 14 cm to over 2 m and transformed shape and orientation within,23

at times, as little as 20 minutes and up to 6 hours. The dynamic set of observations was24

used to evaluate a fully unsteady description of changes in the bedform growth with the25

sediment transport continuity equation (Exner equation), relating changes in bedform vol-26

ume to bedload sediment transport. Analysis shows that bedform volume was a function27

of the integrated transport rate over the bedform development time period. The bedform28

development time period (time lag of bedform growth/adjustment) is important for esti-29

mating changes in bedform volume. Results show that this continuity principle held for30

wave, current, and combined wave-current generated bedforms.31

1 Introduction32

Time varying wave, current, and combined wave-current flows are characteristic of33

most nearshore regions (e.g. Grant and Madsen [1979]; Passchier and Kleinhans [2005];34

Soulsby and Clarke [2005]). These complex hydrodynamic environments are complicated35

with small scale bed roughness (e.g. sand ripples and megaripples) that have a two way36

feedback with the local hydrodynamics, apparent within nearshore modeling [Wikramanayake37

and Madsen, 1994; Lesser et al., 2004; Ganju and Sherwood, 2010]. Previous research38

demonstrates that characteristic bedform roughness lengths (bedform wavelength and height)39

scale with the hydrodynamic forcing applied to the seabed under waves or currents (e.g.40

Fredsøe [1984]; Clifton and Dingler [1984]; Wiberg and Harris [1994]; Traykovski et al.41

[1999]; Hay and Mudge [2005]). However, there have been very few studies of bedform42

scaling and orientation in response to dynamically changing forcing that includes com-43

bined wave-current flows [Li and Amos, 1998; Hay and Mudge, 2005; Lacy et al., 2007;44

Soulsby et al., 2012; Nelson and Voulgaris, 2015].45

For combined wave-current flows, most of the literature addresses the transition of46

bedforms between flow states with observations of relatively small bedforms with wave-47
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lengths of less than 0.5 m under relatively low energy wave conditions or with waves plus48

weak mean flow (e.g. Grant and Madsen [1979]; Li and Amos [1998]; Soulsby and Clarke49

[2005]; Lacy et al. [2007]; Soulsby et al. [2012]). Results of these efforts show that com-50

bined flow bedforms are less steep than wave dominant bedforms, and generally orient in51

a pattern influenced by the maximum gross bedform normal transport direction [Gallagher52

et al., 1998; Lacy et al., 2007]. There are a limited number efforts that observe larger scale53

bedforms, like megaripples, in wave dominant or combined flows (Gallagher et al. [1998];54

Gallagher [2003]; Larsen et al. [2015]), but these efforts do not address characteristics of55

bedform response to transition periods.56

Observations of bedforms under wave dominant or current dominant flows suggests57

that bedform building is a time dependent process (e.g. Davis et al. [2004]; Testik et al.58

[2005]; Doucette and O’Donoghue [2006]; Austin et al. [2007]; Traykovski [2007]; Soulsby59

et al. [2012]; Nelson and Voulgaris [2015]). The bedform shape and volume is depen-60

dent on present hydrodynamic conditions, as well as past forcing. Time-dependent bed-61

form models that estimate roughness length scales use a departure from equilibrium ap-62

proach (e.g. Traykovski [2007]; Soulsby et al. [2012]) that assumes bedform length scales63

are being driven toward equilibrium with the present hydrodynamic conditions. The as-64

sumption is generally valid for waves [Davis et al., 2004; Testik et al., 2005; Doucette and65

O’Donoghue, 2006; Traykovski, 2007]; however, present equilibrium theory may not cap-66

ture the physics of bedform adjustment in combined wave-current flows because the time67

constants associated with current models may not be appropriate to represent dynamics in68

combined flows [Austin et al., 2007].69

In our effort, we present observations of ripple and megaripple formation in re-70

sponse to high energy combined flows with, at times, the addition of a strong current.71

Forcing conditions ranged from wave dominant flow, to combined wave-current flow, to72

mean current flow. Bedform transition periods and growth cycles were observed in re-73

sponse to the variable flow conditions. Additionally, the results demonstrate that the sed-74

iment continuity equation, or Exner equation, captures bedform building as a time depen-75

dent process, suggesting that the sediment continuity equation may be used to model dy-76

namic roughness in the nearshore, especially relevant when considering combined wave-77

current flows.78
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2 Methods79

2.1 Experiment and Instrumentation80

Data were collected during a field campaign at the Sand Engine mega-nourishment81

as a part of the MEGA-Perturbation EXperiment (MEGAPEX) in the fall of 2014 on the82

Delfland Coast of the Netherlands [Radermacher et al., 2017]. Since the installment of83

the 21.5 million cubic meters of sand in 2011, the Sand Engine has dramatically changed84

shape [Stive et al., 2013]; in 2011 it stretched 2 km in the alongshore and 1 km into the85

North Sea, and in 2014 it stretched 4 km alongshore and 800 m in the cross shore [Ra-86

dermacher et al., 2017]. The large scale morphology is considered very dynamic with ob-87

servable bathymetric changes over periods of days to months. Our effort investigates the88

dynamic nature of the small scale morphology at the seaward tip of the Sand Engine.89

Local small scale morphology and hydrodynamics were observed between the shore-90

line and the shore-parallel sandbar that were 136 m apart at two cross shore stations, S191

and S2, at the tip of the Sand Engine (Figure 1a). S1 was located 20 m seaward of the92

low tide shoreline and S2 was located 66 m further offshore and 50 m shoreward of the93

subtidal sandbar. Morphology was sampled at each location with a stationary sweeping94

and rotating 1 MHz Imagenex 881a pencil beam sonar with a 3 m diameter footprint. S195

was sampled every 20 minutes with a 1.4◦ sweep step and a 2.4◦ rotation step from 2696

Sept. to 23 Oct. 2014 (day of year 269-296), and S2 was sampled every 2 hours with97

a 1.4◦ sweep step and a 1.4◦ rotation step from 2 Oct. to 18 Oct. (day of year 275 to98

291). Hydrodynamic forcing was measured at S1 using a downward looking high reso-99

lution acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) positioned 0.4 m above the seabed and100

burst sampled for 20 minutes every hour at 4 Hz, and at S2 using an acoustic Doppler101

velocimeter (ADV) positioned 1 m above the seabed and burst sampled for 20 minutes102

every hour at 64 Hz (Figure 1b). The mean lower low water depth at S1 was -1.0 m NAP103

(Normaal Amsterdam Peil, approximately mean sea level) and at S2 was -1.7 m NAP and104

the median sediment grain size of the quartz sediment at both sites was 350 µm. The105

tidal range was approximately 1.5 m. Large scale bathymetry was measured with an echo106

sounder during regular jet ski surveys. The large scale coordinate system used through-107

out this paper is with respect to degrees from shore-normal, with 0◦ being onshore (-x),108

+90◦ rotating counterclockwise from shore normal, and -90◦ rotating clockwise from shore109

normal.110
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2.2 Hydrodynamics111

The local flow at each monitoring station was decomposed into current velocities,112

with magnitude U and direction φc , and wave orbital velocities, with magnitude uo and113

direction φw , over 10 minute averaged time intervals. The current velocity is defined by114

the resultant of the temporal mean of the horizontal (u, v) velocities with ,115

U = |u|, (1)

and the overbar represents a tempral average over 10 minutes. The magnitude of the or-116

bital velocity assumes a siusoidal velocity with,117

uo =
√

2ustd, (2)

where ustd = [(u −U)2]0.5 [Traykovski et al., 1999]. The wave period is defined with,118

T =
2π

Sm2/Sm1

, (3)

where S is the spectra of the pressure signal, and the subscripts m1 and m2 refer to the119

first (mean) and second (variance) moments of the spectra [Madsen et al., 1988]. The120

wave orbital diameter was defined with121

do = 2
uo

2π/T
. (4)

122

The combined wave current velocity [Lacy et al., 2007] relates the wave orbital and123

current velocities with a third term representing the combined effect depending on the an-124

gle between the orbital and current velocities, where125

uwc = [u2
o +U2 + 2uoU cos |φw − φc |]0.5. (5)

Finally, the maximum kinetic energy in the combined wave-current flows is defined as126

Ekwc =
1
2

u2
wc . (6)

In our observations we distinguish between wave dominant, current dominant and127

combined flow conditions using a fraction-of-energy approach to assess the contribution128

of waves and/or currents to sediment flux. Ekwc is defined as the maximum kinetic en-129

ergy in the flow field including both waves and currents. Ekw /Ekwc is defined as the frac-130

tion of kinetic energy due to waves. A value of 1 would be purely wave driven flow, and131
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a value of 0 would be purely current driven flow. Previous literature has distinguished132

wave dominant flows from combined flows based on a ratio of wave induced to current133

induced friction velocity, where purely wave ripples occur at a friction velocity ratio of134

0.5 or greater [Li and Amos, 1998; Lacy et al., 2007]. The estimate of friction velocity can135

vary based upon the method used to estimate the bed shear stress, where u∗ = (τb/ρ)1/2.136

Due to the wide variability in friction velocity estimates, friction velocity was not used137

to evaluate the relative strength of the waves and currents. The ratio of wave and cur-138

rent dominant flow is highly dependent upon the method(s) chosen for the estimates of139

the wave and current friction velocity. Rather, we choose to express the relative strength140

of waves and currents as a function of the total kinetic energy. To put this limit from141

[Lacy et al., 2007] in terms of energy, the threshold of 0.5 is squared. Therefore we de-142

fine, Ekw /Ekwc >0.75 to be wave dominant, 0.75≥ Ekw /Ekwc ≥0.25 for combined wave-143

current flow, and 0.25> Ekw /Ekwc to be current dominant. An energy approach is used144

instead of the friction velocity due to the high uncertainties associated with estimating145

the friction velocity in combined flow conditions (particularly when the bedform field is146

highly dynamic). The kinetic energy was either measured or calculated using linear wave147

theory for the wave contribution and a log layer approximation for the mean flow contri-148

bution. Calculated values were attenuated through the water column to approximately 10149

cm above the crest of the bedforms.150

2.3 Measured Bedform Statistics151

Statistics of bedform wavelength (λ), bedform height (η), and bedform orientation152

(φr ) are determined through analysis of sonar return data. Bottom position within each153

sonar dataset was found by identifying the high intensity return region for each sonar ping154

using two methods. The first is a weighted mean sum (WMS) method and the second is155

a bearing direction indicator (BDI) method [SeaBeam, 2000]. WMS applies a weighted156

mean sum to each sonar ping, where the location of the highest WMS for each beam is157

the location of the bed. The WMS method works well for return data with high grazing158

angles (data within 30◦ of the sonar nadir). The BDI applies a parabolic fit to the high159

intensity return for all the beams intersecting the same section of bed within one sweep160

over multiple pings. The BDI method is suited to intensity returns at low grazing angles161

since the multiple ping fit gives higher confidence in bed location. WMS was used to de-162

tect the bed within the inner 1 m diameter at bed level and BDI was used to detect the163
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bed from the 1 m diameter range to the sonar sampling extent at bed level (see Wengrove164

et al. [2017] for more detail).165

With a time series of 2D local bathymetries (Figures 2f-h and 3f-h), the dominant166

ripple wavelengths, heights, and orientations were determined with normalized 2D spatial167

wavenumber spectral analysis [Maier and Hay, 2009; Becker et al., 2007]. The 2D spatial168

spectra, S (m3), have axes of wavenumber, kx (cross shore) and ky (alongshore) (1/m).169

The spectra were normalized by premultiplying S by the wavenumber kx and ky , where170

Ŝ = Skxky [Alamo and Jimenez, 2003]. The benefit of a normalized spectra is that the171

multiplication by wavenumber emphasizes higher wavenumbers and enhances the energy172

peaks of interest for analysis. The energy distribution in the spectra indicate the domi-173

nant bedform wave number and orientation. The bedform wavelength is defined as the174

bedform-normal distance from crest to crest, and the bedform height is defined as the ver-175

tical distance between bedform trough and crest. Estimates of bedform height are found by176

integrating the spectrum, analogous to a significant ocean wave height calculation from177

temporal spectral analysis [Traykovski, 2007; Penko et al., 2017] (see [Wengrove et al.,178

2017] for more detail).179

The uncertainties associated with the spatial resolution of the pencil beam sonar180

measurements were related to range resolution, beam width, and sweep and rotation step181

angles. During the course of the experiment the water temperature stayed relatively con-182

stant with time, and a sound speed of 1502 m/s was used to convert sonar time returns183

into range estimates. The range resolution of the pencil beam is 2 mm for a sampling184

range of 1 m to 4 m. The conical beam width operating at 1 MHz is 1.4◦, so 1 m away185

from the transducer (within 30◦ of the sonar nadir) the resolution limit is 2.5 cm, while186

at the profiling extent or approximately 2 m way from the transducer, the resolution limit187

becomes 5.0 cm. Finally, with respect to spatial sampling step angle, for S1, directly un-188

der the sonar the spatial resolution was 2 cm x 4 cm and at the radial edge of the swath189

the spatial resolution was 5 cm x 8 cm. For S2, directly under the sonar the spatial res-190

olution was 2 cm x 2 cm and at the profiling extent the spatial resolution was 5 cm x 5191

cm. With these limitations, the smallest bedform wavelength that could be resolved within192

the inner 30◦ of the sonar nadir was approximately 12 cm, and at the profiling extent was193

approximately 25 cm. Bedform height could be resolved within 2 cm.194
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Uncertainties associated with the temporal resolution of the bedform migration in-195

volve the timescale for the sonar sensor rotations. Bedload sediment transport processes196

with a time scale less than a full sweep-rotation time window were not resolved; for S1197

this was 10 minutes and for S2 this was 15 minutes. Additionally, processes that occurred198

with a time scale of less than the time between subsequent sonar scans, dt, were not re-199

solved; dt was 20 minutes for S1 and 2 hours for S2. However, the low noise floor of the200

spectra of the time series of observed bedform wavelengths over the month long deploy-201

ment at S1 showed that there were no sign of aliasing with a dt of 20 minutes for estimat-202

ing migration rates (not shown), so a dt of 15 minutes to estimate migration rates at S2 is203

considered sufficient as well.204

2.4 Sediment Continuity Equation205

Assuming a sinusoidal function for transport,206

qb = qb cos
[
2π
λ

(
Vmig.t − xb − δxb

)]
, (7)

where qb is the bedload sediment flux [m3/m/s], qb is the scalar transport, Vmig. is the207

migration rate, t is time, λ is the wave length, δxb is the phase offset between the bedform208

shape and the function for transport, xb is the position along the bedform wavelength, and209

t is time. Using cos(α − β) = cos(α) cos(β) + sin(α) sin(β),210

qb = q1 cos
[
2π
λ

(
Vmig.t − xb

)]
+ q2 sin

[
2π
λ

(
Vmig.t − xb

)]
, (8)

211

q1 = qb cos
(
2π
λ
δxb

)
, q2 = qb sin

(
2π
λ
δxb

)
, (9)

and q2/q1 = tan( 2πλ δxb ).212

We assume the bed level, zb , as213

zb(x, t) = η cos
[
2π
λ

(
Vmig.t − xb

)]
. (10)

where η is the amplitude of the bedform. The bedform height, wavelength, and migration214

rate are allowed to be fully unsteady.215

The sediment continuity equation, or the Exner equation, relates the sediment flux216

gradient per unit width to the rate of bed level change [Nielsen, 1992], and is commonly217
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expressed with218

∂qb
∂x
≡ −n

∂zb
∂t

. (11)

where n is the sediment packing (∼ 0.7 for sand). For the case of bedform migration or219

transformation with no local accretion or erosion, the bed elevation, zb , can be expressed220

by the local bedform geometry (zb = η). By taking the spatial derivative of the expression221

for qb and the temporal derivative of the expression for zb , and assuming that η, λ, and222

Vmig. are a function of t, but q1 and q2 are not a function of x, then,223

∂qb
∂x
= q1

2π
λ

sin
[
2π
λ

(
Vmig.t − xb

)]
− q2

2π
λ

cos
[
2π
λ

(
Vmig.t − xb

)]
(12)

and224

∂zb
∂t
=
∂η

∂t
cos

[
2π
λ

(
Vmig.t−x

)]
−η

[
2π

(
t
λ

∂Vmig.

∂t
+Vmig.t

∂

∂t
1
λ
+

Vmig.

λ
−xb

∂

∂t
1
λ

)]
sin

[
2π
λ

(
Vmig.t−x

)]
.

(13)

Now, using (12) and (13) in (11) and the definition if ax + by = mx + ny then a = m and225

b = n, shows that226

nη
[
2π

(
t
λ

∂Vmig.

∂t
+ Vmig.t

∂

∂t
1
λ
+

Vmig.

λ
− xb

∂

∂t
1
λ

)]
=

2π
λ

q1, (14)

and227

n
∂η

∂t
=

2π
λ

q2 (15)

where (14) represents the unsteady sediment flux from the migrating bedform, and (15)228

represents the unsteady sediment flux from a growing or decaying bedform. Expressions229

for the bedform migration and growth with a semi-steady assumption for the bedform λ230

and Vmig. can be found in Nielsen [1992] and Roelvink and Reniers [2011]. Both (14) and231

(15) are theoretically equivalent, by substituting (9) into (14) and (15), and equating the232

result by means of qb gives,233

∂η

∂t
= 2πη

(
t
λ

∂Vmig.

∂t
+ Vmig.t

∂

∂t
1
λ
+

Vmig.

λ
− xb

∂

∂t
1
λ

)
tan

(
2π
λ
δxb

)
. (16)
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An expression for δxb/λ as a function of ∂η/∂t and Vmig. follows,234

δxb/λ =
1

2π
tan−1

[
∂η

∂t
/

(
2πη

(
t
λ

∂Vmig.

∂t
+ Vmig.t

∂

∂t
1
λ
+

Vmig.

λ
− xb

∂

∂t
1
λ

))]
. (17)

The bedform volumetric change as a function of the sediment flux is found begin-235

ning with (15) and expanding the time rate of change in bedform height with the product236

rule,237

nλ
2π

∂η

∂t
=

n
2π

∂ηλ

∂t
−

n
2π

η∂λ

∂t
. (18)

By substituting the expression for q2 and integrating the manipulation from t − τ to τ, an238

expression for the bedform volumetric change is given as239

∆Λb = ∆
n
2
ηλ =

∫ t

t−τ
πqb sin(2πδxb/λ)dt +

∫ t

t−τ

n
2
η∂λ

∂t
dt . (19)

where ∆ n
2 ηλ is the change in volume of the bedform, ∆Λb , over some time since it started240

to grow or decay, τ − t, to the present time, t. The first term on the right hand side is the241

portion of the time integrated sediment flux related to bedform growth or decay. The sec-242

ond term on the right hand side of (19) is related to the bedform stretching over time. The243

expression represents a fully unsteady derivation of bedform transformation and translation244

with respect to bedform height, wavelength, and migration.245

2.5 Existing Time-Dependent Bedform Geometry Models246

In laboratory settings Davis et al. [2004], Smith and Sleath [2005], Testik et al. [2005],247

and Doucette and O’Donoghue [2006] explored the time dependent nature of bedforms be-248

tween equilibrium conditions, as well as the associated time scale for bedforms to reach an249

asymptotic equilibrium state with imposed wave forcing conditions. These studies give es-250

timates for bedform temporal adjustment to equilibrium based on sediment transport rates,251

with each showing that it takes time for bedforms to evolve and grow between equilibrium252

states. In field settings, Traykovski [2007], Soulsby et al. [2012], and Nelson and Voulgaris253

[2015] also take a departure from equilibrium approach by relating a change in geometry254

over a period of time to a departure from equilibrium geometry model that imposes a pa-255

rameterized time scale of change. Our effort further considers the wave-only spectral time256
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dependent model of Traykovski [2007], and the wave or current dominant time dependent257

model of Soulsby et al. [2012]; each summarized in the following.258

Bedform evolution can be characterized with a time varying spectrum of bedform259

geometries defined by [Traykovski, 2007],260

dηT07(k)
dt

=
ηeq(k) − ηT07(k)

Tadj(k)
, (20)

where k is the associated bedform wavenumber (2π/λ), ηeq is the equilibrium ripple spec-261

tra modeled by a Gaussian distribution with inputs of a proposed equilibrium ripple height262

and ripple wavelength, and Tadj(k) is an adjustment timescale for each wavenumber based263

on the wavenumber dependent cross sectional area of the bedform and the total bedform264

sediment flux, q [Meyer-Peter and Muller, 1948]. A numerical integration scheme results265

in a time series of wavenumber dependent ripple heights, where modeled ηmT 07 is found266

by integrating with respect to wavenumber (analogous to a significant wave height calcu-267

lation) as discussed previously, and modeled λmT 07 is defined by 2π/k of the peak spectral268

energy band for each time step. The model gives high skill predictions of ripple geometry269

in a predominantly wave environment, where the model skill is the correlation coefficient270

squared.271

Soulsby et al. [2012] proposed a time-dependent bedform evolution model that uses272

a Shields parameter criterion to decide whether ripples are wave- or current- generated.273

A departure from equilibrium approach allows ripples to evolve based on an adjustment274

time scale. For a given bedform variable (either ripple wavelength or height) the model is275

defined by276

dxSWM12
dt

= a(t) − b(t)xSWM12(t), (21)

where xSWM12 is either the modeled ηmSWM12 or λmSWM12 , and are found through numerical277

integration. Additionally, a(t) = xeqβ/Tr and b(t) = β/Tr + bio/Tb , where xeq is an equi-278

librium length and β is a rate of change parameter based on waves or current dominant279

forcing. Tr is a rate of change characteristic time scale that is equal to the wave period for280

wave forcing conditions and the time taken for an equilibrium ripple to be changed by the281

total bedload transport rate for current forcing. bio and Tb are a free parameter and a time282

scale related to biological degradation of the bedforms, respectively. The model has been283

shown to have high skill in prediction of wave dominant flow or current dominant flow284

bedforms of less than 0.5 m in wavelength; however it does not predict megaripples and285

does not account for combined wave-current flows.286
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3 Results287

3.1 Observations of Bedform Geometry288

Time series of hydrodynamic and bedform geometry observations are shown in Fig-289

ures 2 and 3 for S1 and S2, respectively. S1 was deployed for a spring-neap-spring-neap-290

spring tidal cycle, including 4 storm events (day of year 278, 280, 287, 294). S2 was de-291

ployed for a neap-spring-neap tidal cycle with 3 storm events (day of year 278, 280, 287).292

At both locations the currents were strongly tidally influenced with stronger currents dur-293

ing flood tide, as the tidal flow runs parallel to the Delfland coast. Additionally, wave or-294

bital velocities were tidally modulated due to waves breaking on an shore-parallel sandbar295

during low water, and more shoreward during high water (see Figure 1).296

Bedform geometry was observed to vary substantially at each station over the period297

of investigation with a clear dependence on the type of hydrodynamic forcing (Figures 2298

and 3). The hydrodynamic kinetic energy shaded by the fraction of energy due to waves299

(Ekw /Ekwc ) highlights occurrences of current dominated flows (low Ekw /Ekwc ), and wave300

dominated flows (high Ekw /Ekwc ). During non-storm conditions semidiurnal peaks in the301

energy were associated with the tide as evident with low Ekw /Ekwc . At S2 larger wave-302

length bedforms corresponded with instances of increased flow, and occurred generally303

under current or combined flow dominant kinetic energy. However, observations at S1304

showed that relatively large wavelength bedforms (λ > 1 m) can correspond with instances305

of large kinetic energy that was either current dominated or high wave energy dominated306

conditions (i.e. storms). Additionally, bedform steepness was generally characteristic of307

wave orbital ripple steepness (η/λ ≈ 0.16) during wave energy dominated conditions, and308

dune steepness (η/λ ≈ 0.06) during current energy dominated conditions [Wiberg and Har-309

ris, 1994; Fredsøe and Deigaard, 1992]. Figure 4 shows a truncated time series from Fig-310

ure 2 to highlight the growth of one bedform over time with corresponding sonar images311

to show bed change.312

3.2 Bedform Characterization313

The distribution of the relative frequency of occurrence during each deployment of314

λ, η, and η/λ (Figure 5a-c for each site S1 and S2) shows that smaller wavelength bed-315

forms occurred more often, and generally bedforms were in the range of the steepness of316

wave orbital ripples (η/λ ≈ 0.16). However, the histogram of λ also shows that at each317
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site bedforms of wavelengths longer than 0.5 m occurred between 29-33% of the time,318

and bedforms with a steepness of less than that of wave orbital ripples occur approxi-319

mately 29-35% of the time. The observed bedforms were predominantly 2D, but dur-320

ing transition periods, bedforms could become 3D; the degree of three dimensionality is321

shown through the observed spread of dominant bedform orientation, as indicated with a322

shaded grey band (Figure 4).323

Ripples observed in wave dominated environments are often characterized as either324

orbital ripples, suborbital ripples, and anorbital ripples [Clifton and Dingler, 1984; Wiberg325

and Harris, 1994]. The wavelength of orbital ripples scales with the orbital excursion of326

the waves. Anorbital ripples have a wavelength independent of orbital excursion and are327

thought to scale with the grain size. Suborbital ripples are some combination of the two328

regimes [Clifton and Dingler, 1984; Wiberg and Harris, 1994]. The Clifton and Dingler329

[1984] classification diagram is shown in Figure 6a overlaid with observations from S1330

and S2. The wave dominated bedforms, with large Ekw /Ekwc , generally were classified as331

orbital or slightly suborbital (falling on the dark grey bar in Figure 6a and are consistent332

with Clifton and Dingler [1984]). However, ripples with larger wavelengths correspond to333

periods with smaller Ekw /Ekwc (Figure 6a blue shading) and fall in an unclassified region334

in Clifton and Dingler [1984]. The unclassified bedforms did not show evidence of be-335

ing relic (Figure 6a). Considering such attributes, we consider the bedforms that fall into336

this unclassified region by Clifton and Dingler [1984] as either combined wave-current or337

current dominant bedforms and were formed by the onset of strong currents.338

Figure 6b shows the distribution of observed bedform wavelength as a function of339

Ekw /Ekwc , uo, and U for both S1 and S2 sites. S1 and S2 were influenced strongly by340

tidal currents particularly with the occurrence of large U at relatively small uo, that is,341

when wave-driven alongshore currents were weak (see Hay and Mudge [2005] Figure 11342

for a reference case with small tidal currents). Additionally, larger wavelength bedforms343

were shown to occur with large uo and/or large U, indicating that bedforms may have344

been formed by waves, currents, and with combined wave-current forcing contributions,345

shown by the shading of Ekw /Ekwc .346
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3.3 Observations of Bedform Orientation347

The bedforms at S1 and S2 were very dynamic. During transitional periods they348

were not aligned and instead were oriented over a range of directions between 5◦ and 90◦.349

The bandwidth range was determined by the spacing between peaks in 2D spatial spec-350

tra and is indicated by a shaded grey band in Figure 7 and a shaded grey band on each351

2D bathymetry plot (Figures 2-4). The bedforms generally did not align with the current352

or the wave direction, but rather a combination of both depending on flow dominance.353

The bedforms sometimes align with the wave direction when Ekw /Ekwc was large, notably354

during low tide, and with the current direction when Ekw /Ekwc was small (Figure 7b, c).355

However, the bedforms did not always align with the dominant flow direction (e.g. Figure356

7b and c day of year 281.2).357

Figure 8 shows the bedform orientation in relation to the current magnitude and di-358

rection, the wave orbital magnitude and direction, the bedform wavelength, and Ekw /Ekwc .359

The strongest correlation between the four metrics displayed is the bedform orientation in360

relation to the current magnitude (panel a). As bedforms became more current influenced361

(low Ekw /Ekwc ) they not only increased in wavelength, but also tended to orient between362

30◦ and 70◦, approaching the direction of the prevailing flood tidal currents oriented to-363

ward the northeast (90◦ counterclockwise from shore-normal in Figure 1). However, the364

bedform orientation in relation to the orbital velocity magnitude did not show a clear trend365

(panel c), indicating that the magnitude of the waves did not have a large effect on bed-366

form orientation.367

When considering the bedform orientation in relation to the current and wave direc-368

tions (Figure 8b, d), the bedforms generally did not align with either the current or wave369

direction. A root-mean-square-error range (rmserange) analysis is used to determine how370

well the bedform orientation observations fit the wave and current directions. The metric371

is a modified rmse calculation, where the difference between the measured and modeled372

orientations are set to zero if the wave or current direction falls anywhere within the bed-373

form orientation bandwidth range, and the differences are calculated at the center of the374

range if the wave or current direction falls outside. Circular statistics were used to cal-375

culate the root-mean-square-error range. The bedform orientation root-mean-square-error376

range statistics (given in the caption of Figure 8) show that the bedform orientation was377

neither predominantly influenced by waves or currents. However, with respect to the root-378
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mean-square-error range analysis, the bedforms were more closely aligned with the wave379

direction than the current direction. Overall, the generally large root-mean-square-error380

range values indicate that the bedform orientation was not a function of the independent381

wave and current directions alone, but rather a concurrent combination [Gallagher et al.,382

1998; Lacy et al., 2007].383

4 Discussion384

4.1 Time-evolving Bedform Geometry and the Sediment Continuity Equation385

The relationship between hydrodynamic forcing and bedform wavelength over one386

tidal cycle is shown in Figure 4. In combined wave-current flows, the bedform wavelength387

increased with increasing duration of forcing demonstrating that λ at any instance in time388

was not only dependent on the present hydrodynamic forcing, but also on past hydrody-389

namic conditions over some lag time, τ. In wave dominant flows, the bedforms also grew390

in volume with increased duration of forcing; however, they generally reached an equi-391

librium wavelength, scaling with the wave statistics, where the combined flow bedforms392

never reached an equilibrium condition.393

The bedform will grow/decay and/or migrate based on the position of peak transport394

with respect to the bedform crest. When the non-dimensional phase shift, δxb/λ, is ±0.25395

the bedform will only grow (+) or decay (-) in volume, when δxb/λ is 0 the bedform will396

only migrate [Nielsen, 1992]. δxb/λ was estimated by taking t = dt and x = 0 since the397

non-dimensional phase shift is estimated with every measurement of bedform growth or398

decay and is estimated in position with respect to the bedform crest at x = 0. The bedform399

wavelength begins to increase with the onset of increases in Ekwc . During this period the400

bedform grows and migrates, but when the bedform growth dominates δxb/λ will be large,401

and when bedform migration dominates δxb/λ will be close to zero (Figure 9 and Figure402

10). Generally, the largest periods of bedform growth or decay have small migrations, and403

the largest periods of migration have small growth or decay (Figure 10). The sediment404

transport increases with either increased migration or increased growth, and decays with405

decreased migration or decay in bedform volume. Additionally, qb can be estimated from406

either (14) and (15), with each estimating similar magnitudes (Figure 9e).407

The results of the continuity analysis given by (19) are shown as Figure 11 and 12.408

Figure 11 shows the observed change in bedform volume and the integral of the sediment409
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flux term calculated using (14) with three different methods (described below) to estimate410

the lag time for bedform growth, τ. The bedform volume was calculated by taking the av-411

erage cross section of the ripple profile in the direction of the bedform orientation, and412

then used with the measured ripple wavelength from the 2D spectra to find the mean bed-413

form volume for each time step.414

To find the bedform adjustment time, τ, the first method sets τ = dt, one sam-415

ple time step (for S1 dt = 20 min. and for S2 dt = 2 hr.; denoted τ dt in Figures 11 and416

12). The second method sets τ = τzc , or the adjustment time found with observations of417

bedform growth or decay by the time between subsequent upward and downward zero-418

crossings in dΛb/dt. An upward zero-crossing indicates the initiation of bedform growth,419

and a downward zero-crossing indicates the start of bedform decay. The time between up-420

ward to downward zero-crossings represents the adjustment time that the bedform under-421

went to reach its largest volume before it started to decay. The time between downward to422

upward zero-crossings represents the adjustment time for bedform decay. Depending upon423

the flow forcing condition, τzc will change. If the bedform reaches an equilibrium condi-424

tion with the flow, and stops growing or decaying, the lag time was set to dt. An example425

of an individual bedform growing over time at S1 is shown in Figure 4. In this case the426

bedform adjusted to the flow field for approximately 2.4 hours (0.1 days) before its vol-427

ume began to decay; thus for this case τzc = 2.4 hours. The observed bedform adjustment428

time using the zero-crossing method showed that within wave dominant conditions, the429

bedform adjustment time was fairly quick. Within 20 minutes to 1 hour the bedforms be-430

gan to come into equilibrium with the flow field; however, with the addition of currents,431

the adjustment time became much longer, approximately 2.5 hours to 6 hours and the bed-432

forms may have never adjusted into equilibrium with the flow forcing. The third method433

to find τ uses τ = nηλ
2qb [Traykovski, 2007]. The method assumes that the sediment flux434

during bedform growth is uniform with respect to time. Since (19) estimates the change435

in bedform volume as a function of the sediment transport, it is viable even through qui-436

escent conditions. However, with the dynamic qualities of this assumption has not been437

evaluated in such a dynamic enviornment.438

Observations captured many instances of bedform building and decay over time (e.g.439

Figure 4). When τ = dt, (19) greatly underestimates the change in bedform volume, es-440

pecially for S1 where dt is much shorter (Figure 11 and 12). The under estimation is es-441

pecially apparent during instances of increased changes in bedform volume, suggesting442
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that bedform building or decay is a time dependent process. Additionally, at S1, τ was443

estimated using the bedform zero-crossing method. However, at S2, the bedform zero-444

crossing method could not be used because the sampling rate between subsequent sonar445

images was too slow to capture bedform building. The method to estimate the bedform446

adjustment time from Traykovski [2007] was applied at both S1 and S2.447

At both S1 and S2, it is clearly evident that (19) has higher skill using a variable τ.448

Figure 11b and Figure 12 demonstrates that τ estimated directly from the bedform zero-449

crossing method (rmse = 0.019 m3/m, r2 = 0.86 for S1) or calculated using τ = nηλ
2qb450

(rmse = 0.021 m3/m, r2 = 0.64 for S1 and S2) represents the range of measured bedform451

volumes much better than τ = dt (rmse = 0.029 m3/m, r2 = 0.22 for S1 and S2).452

4.2 Existing Time-Dependent Bedform Geometry Model Comparisons453

Previous bedform geometry work primarily focuses on approximating bedform ge-454

ometry (λ and η) from the overlying flow field. In our effort instead of bedform volume455

(Λb) as was predicted with the sediment continuity equation in the previous section. The456

leading time dependent bedform geometry models for prediction of bedform wavelength457

and height are Traykovski [2007] and Soulsby et al. [2012]. Each model was evaluated us-458

ing the data collected at S1 and S2 for both the entire dataset as well as a subset of the459

data that represents data from which the model was developed (Figure 13).460

The Traykovski [2007] model is formulated for waves only, and with smaller orbital461

ripples it performed with twice the r2. Their model rmse decreased by 2/3 or better for462

both λ and η when compared with the full dataset, which includes combined flow and463

current generated bedforms (Figure 13a, c). However, the concept behind the adjustment464

timescale, Tadj , in the Traykovski [2007] model is valid for both wave and current gener-465

ated bedforms (as shown in Figure 12).466

The Soulsby et al. [2012] model is applicable to either wave or current generated467

bedforms, but it generally fails to predict megaripple scale bedforms. If the model is used468

to predict bedforms with wavelengths less than 0.5 m (regardless of flow dominance),469

the model r2 stays the same, but the model rmse decreases by 2/3 or better, suggesting470

a model bias. The Soulsby et al. [2012] model may poorly predict larger volume bedforms471

partially because it excludes the effects of combined flows that are prevalent at S1 and S2.472

Additionally, the estimated equilibrium bedform geometry model used by Soulsby et al.473
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[2012] considerably under-predicts (λeq ∼ 0.3 m) the observed bedform wavelengths (λ474

= 1-2.5 m) during combined flows. Finally, in Soulsby et al. [2012] the criterion distin-475

guishing between wave or current generated bedforms is based on the Shields parameter,476

and depending on the approximation used for bed stress, under predicts mobility during477

combined flow conditions at the S1 and S2 sites.478

The adjustment characteristic to an equilibrium length scale in Traykovski [2007] and479

Soulsby et al. [2012] seems reasonable; however, in practice may hinder the model skill480

(especially during combined flow conditions). The equilibrium geometry parameterizations481

may not be appropriate to all bedform generation conditions, especially combined wave-482

current bedforms. Additionally, the transition from wave generated to current generated is483

abrupt in the Soulsby et al. [2012] model, and does not allow for combined flow bedform484

generation.485

Although these models have some limitations, their incorporation of time depen-486

dent growth is relevant to bedform building, even in combined wave-current flows. In our487

dataset, although wave dominated bedforms at times come into equlibrium with the wave488

conditions, the combined flow bedforms, never actually came into equilibrium with the489

flow forcing. The departure from equilibrium theory could be an explanation for the in-490

ability for bedform geometry models such as Traykovski [2007] and Soulsby et al. [2012]491

to predict bedform wavelength and height in combined flows. Although both of these492

models are time dependent, they also are based on an equilibrium approach. Equilibrium493

theory may not be representative of the physics of combined flow bedform growth, or at494

least, present equilibrium theory may not be consistent with the stability condition of com-495

bined wave-current bedforms.496

5 Conclusions497

Observations of bedform response to wave, current, and high energy combined wave-498

current dominant flows are presented. The observations capture both ripple and megarip-499

ple response to hydrodynamic conditions consisting of wave forcing plus strong currents500

(>0.5 m/s) collected within and near the surf zone. Dynamic bedform geometry transi-501

tions in response to shifts in flow conditions are resolved. Observations show that bedform502

volume - when exposed to current and combined wave-current forcing - continuously build503

until the flow changes.504
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Bedform transformation and growth are shown to be a highly time dependent sed-505

iment transport process. With hydrodynamic transitions, the bedform scaling did not re-506

spond immediately; instead, the bedform adjustment lagged behind in response to new507

forcing condition. Within wave dominant conditions, the bedform adjustment time was508

fairly quick; within 20 minutes to 1 hour the bedforms began to come into equilibrium509

with the flow field. However, when strong currents were present, the adjustment time be-510

came much longer, ranging between 2.5 hours to 6 hours and the bedforms never actually511

came into complete equilibrium with the flow forcing. The departure from equilibrium512

conditions captured in this dataset may be responsible for the inability of existing bed-513

form geometry models to predict bedform wavelength and height in the measured com-514

bined flows. Demonstrating that current equilibrium theory may not be representative of515

combined flow bedform growth or, at least not consistent with the stability condition for516

combined wave-current bedforms.517

Aside from our dynamic set of observations of bedform response to combined wave-518

current flows, our effort demonstrates that bedform volume at any given time was depen-519

dent on both the sediment transport rate and the time duration that the bedform was ex-520

posed to the flow field. Measured changes in bedform volume were additionally shown521

to be characterized with the sediment continuity equation, or Exner equation, integrated522

over the bedform adjustment time of growth, which to our knowledge is a new contribu-523

tion that builds upon past efforts. In addition, our effort contributes expressions for the524

fully unsteady bedform migration rate, growth rate, sediment transport phase shift, and525

change in volume. The sediment continuity equation while accounting for bedform adjust-526

ment/growth times may be a viable method for temporal and spacial morphologic change527

predictions of bedforms, especially in combined wave-current flows and with bedforms of528

a larger scale.529
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ogy.634

Figure 1. a) September 2014 bathymetry of Sand Engine mega-nourishment, Delfland, The Netherlands. b)

Inset marked on panel a shows the sampling locations S1 and S2 indicated with white circles. Site S1 is close

to the shoreline, and site S2 is close to the shore-parallel sandbar. The coordinate system used in this research

is defined relative to the low tide shoreline, where shore parallel (alongshore) is y with +y being toward the

Northeast, and shore normal (cross shore) is x with +x directed offshore. c) and d) Instrument array. Station

S1 included an Imagenex 881a pencil beam sonar located 0.7 m from the bed and an ADCP located 0.4 m

from the bed, and station S2 included an Imagenex 881a pencil beam sonar 1 m from the bed and an ADV 1 m

from the bed.
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Figure 2. Time series of observations at S1, where panel a) shows depth (h), b) shows amplitude of wave

orbital velocity, uo, in grey and mean velocity, U, in black, c) shows maximum kinetic energy, Ekwc
shaded

by fraction of kinetic energy due to waves, d) shows ripple wavelength, λ, e) and shows ripple steepness, η/λ.

The vertical dashed lines in panels d and e indicate occurrences of local bathymetries shown as panels f-h.

Panels f-h) show 2D bathymetries, where y is shore parallel, and x is shore-normal, with -x directed onshore,

and is shaded by bedform height. Finally, dashed lines and shaded overlay in panels f-h indicate bedform

orientation and orientation uncertainty, respectively.
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Figure 3. Time series of observations at S2, where panel a) shows depth (h), b) shows amplitude of wave

orbital velocity, uo, in grey and mean velocity, U, in black, c) shows maximum kinetic energy, Ekwc
shaded

by fraction of kinetic energy due to waves, d) shows ripple wavelength, λ, e) and shows ripple steepness, η/λ.

The vertical dashed lines in panels d and e indicate occurrences of local bathymetries shown as panels f-h.

Panels f-h) show 2D bathymetries, where y is shore parallel, and x is shore-normal, with -x directed onshore,

and is shaded by bedform height. Finally, dashed lines and shaded overlay in panels f-h indicate bedform

orientation and orientation uncertainty, respectively.
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Figure 4. Time series of observations at S1 for one tidal cycle, where panel a) shows depth (h), b) shows

amplitude of wave orbital velocity, uo, in grey and mean velocity, U, in black, c) shows maximum kinetic

energy, Ekwc
shaded by fraction of kinetic energy due to waves, and d) shows ripple wavelength, λ. The ver-

tical dashed lines in panel d indicate occurrences of local bathymetries shown as panels e-j. Panels e-j) show

2D bathymetries, where y is shore parallel, and x is shore-normal, with -x directed onshore, and is shaded by

bedform height. Finally, dashed lines and shaded overlay in e-j indicate bedform orientation and orientation

uncertainty, respectively.
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Figure 5. Histograms of bedform a) wavelength (λ), b) amplitude (η), and c) steepness (η/λ) at both

stations, where S1 is in black and S2 is in grey.
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665

Figure 6. Bedform classification scatter plot diagrams. Panel a) shows the Clifton and Dingler [1984]

classification diagram (dark gray are classified as orbital ripples and white as anorbital ripples, with the region

in-between classified as suborbital ripples) overlaid with observations from S1 and S2, shaded by fraction

of kinetic energy due to waves. Panel b) shows the distribution of observed bedform wavelengths based on

orbital velocity and current velocity flow contributions, shaded by fraction of energy due to waves, where the

marker size indicates bedform wavelength (with larger markers indicating larger λ as shown at the top of the

panel).
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Figure 7. Observed bedform direction and concurrent flow directions. Panel a) shows a time series of depth

at S1. Panel b) S1 and c) S2, show time series of range of observed bedform orientation colored by fraction

of kinetic energy due to waves (circles with range bars), observed current direction (black dots), and observed

wave direction (thin black line).
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Figure 8. Observed bedform directions plotted against a) current magnitude, b) current direction

[rmserange = 40◦, c) wave orbital magnitude, d) wave orbital direction [rmserange = 23◦. rmse is calcu-

lated between the observed bedform range and the model as described in the text. Markers are colored by

the fraction kinetic of energy due to waves and the size of the marker scales with the bedform wavelength as

indicated in the bottom of panel d.
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Figure 9. Time series of indicators for bedform growth, decay, and migration. Panel a) shows the wave-

current energy time series colored by fraction of kinetic energy due to waves at S1. Panel b) shows a short

time series of bedform wave length (o) and height (•). Panel c) shows the bedform growth/decay rate in red

and the bedform migration rate in blue. Panel c) shows the non-dimensional phase offset between the sedi-

ment transport and bed shape, when δxb /λ is positive the bedform will grow, negative will decay, and 0 will

migrate. Panel e) shows the bedload sediment transport estimated with equations (14) (blue) and (15) (red).
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Figure 10. Scatter plot of bedform growth/decay and migration rate, colored by the non-dimensional phase

offset between the sediment transport and bed shape, δxb /λ is estimated with (17). When δxb /λ is positive

the bedform will grow, negative will decay, and 0 will migrate.
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Figure 11. Time series of bedform volume represented by the sediment continuity equation. Panel a) shows

the wave-current energy time series colored by fraction of kinetic energy due to waves at S1. Panel b) shows

a short time series of ∆Λb , where the thick grey line is the RHS of (19) and the markers represent the LHS of

(19) using various approximations of the bedform lag time, τ, estimated as follows. The black × use a τ = dt,

the blue ◦ use a τ directly estimated from the bedform zero-crossing method, and the red • use a τ estimated

from (τ = nηλ
2qb ).
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Figure 12. Scatter plot of the change in bedform unit volume vs. the time integrated transport (LHS vs.

RHS of (19)) for the full data set collected at a) S1, and b) S2. The change in bedform volume (x axis) is

plotted against the time integrated sediment flux using different approximations of the bedform lag time, τ (y

axis). The black × use a τ = dt, the blue ◦ use a τ directly estimated from the bedform zero-crossing method,

and the red • use a τ estimated from (τ =
nηλ
2qb ). The solid black line is a 1 to 1 line. For the bedform zero-

crossing method, rmse = 0.019 m3/m, r2 = 0.86 for S1. For τ =
nηλ
2qb , rmse = 0.021 m3/m, r2 = 0.64. For

τ = dt, rmse = 0.029 m3/m, r2 = 0.22.
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Figure 13. Observed vs. modeled bedform λ (panels a) and b)) and η (panels c) and d)) for site S1 in ×

and S2 in o. The grey markers show all data, and the black markers show the subset of data that the model

was designed and tested on. a,c) plot the Traykovski [2007] model from (20), where the data in black are for

wave dominant flows only, b,d) plot the Soulsby et al. [2012] model from (21), where the data in black are for

bedforms less than 0.5 m in wavelength only. The model rmse and r2 are indicted in the lower right corner of

each panel.
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